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GALC COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
Department of Land Management Conference Room
3rd
Floor, ITC Building, Tamuning
Wednesday, July 27, 2016 I 2:05pm to 6:50pm
I. CALL TO ORDER
Meeting was called to order at 2:05pm by Chairwoman Anita F. Orlino
II. Roll Call
Present were Chairwoman Anita F. Orlino, Vice-Chairman Ronald T. Laguana
Secretary Maria Cruz-Absent, Commissioner Ronald Eclavea, Commissioner
Anthony Ada, Commissioner Antonio Sablan, Commissioner Louisa M. Wessling
tardy, Director Michael Borja, Deputy Director David Camacho, Land Administrator
Margarita Borja, Karen Charfauros, Land Agent, Kristan Finney, Attorney.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: In Compliance with public law 24-1 09, Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission published the public meeting announcement on Tuesday, July
19, 2016 and Monday, July 25, 2016 in the Guam Daily Post.
Reciting the Inifresi
Ill. Approval of Minutes
A. June 22,2016
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Facsimile:

671-649-5383

Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Number three on the agenda is approval of minutes
from June 22, 2016.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I make a motion to approve the minutes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I second the motion.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: All those in favor say “aye”.
All Commissioners Present: Aye.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Motion passed.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I have a question, when we approve these
minutes are they made available to the public through the internet going to land
management?

Karen Charfauros: Once it has been approved and the Chairwoman and the Director signs off
tomorrow morning I will upload it to the land management website except for this man (Ricardo
Cruz) I will email him per his request.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Are there any other questions? We move to number four, public
comments we have here Ricardo Cruz. I would like to acknowledge the presence of Mr. Mike
Borja
IV. Public Comment
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Good afternoon madam chair and Commissioners my name is Ricardo Cruz
and I am here to raise issue on Ancestral Land Trust that was deeded to a family in 2011 I am
here today to listen to what has carried over from the last meeting on my case for lot 2449
adjacent to the Nimitz Hill Golf course.
Karen Charfauros: Ms Orlino you will be addressing his topic when you get to new business
item “c’.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We will complete your request when we get down to new business
item “c” for our legislative oversight hearing.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Okay thank you.
V. Old Business
A. GALC DPHSS WIC MOU Disapproval (GEDA)
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We move to GALC DPHSS WIC MOU Disapproval.
Karen Charfauros: Ms. Orlino there is a packet called a staff report it is titled Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission Board of Commissioners meeting July 27, 2016. It gives history, some
of the facts, and documents attached to it.
Mr. Dong Choe: for WIC, back in January 2015 Guam Ancestral Lands and Public Health WIC
Program entered into a license agreement to extend their existing license, after the license was
executed it was traditional that the MOU followed the license determining the was the cash flow
worked between WIC, GEDA and GALC. When the MOU when to the AG’s office for review it
was deemed unnecessary for a license to exist because it is between two government agencies
and an MOU should suffice they suggested that we re-write the MOU TO WHERE THE MOU
super cedes all prior licenses so we prepared the MOU and it is right in front of you it is still in
draft form and once it is approved we will start the transmittal process it is for both WIC and
GEPA there are two separate MOU.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: You said there are two separate MOU’s?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes one for WIC and one for GEPA, But I believe we are talking about WIC
right now but the GEPA MOU is identical.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So we have one in front of us?
Mr. Dong Choe: The GEPA MOU is identical.
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Director Michael Borja: Let me pass out another version of WIC and EPA MOU there was
significant amount of typos.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: I would like to acknowledge the presence of the Vice Chair Ron
Laguana. What were you mentioning Director?
Director Michael Borja: These are just the copies they provided to us but I made corrections
one of them in the heading was still showing public health I don’t know which one it was they are
just cut and paste errors. In these MOU’s they don’t have any kind of escalations for a period of
25 years I think this is for a period of 10 years and there is no discussion for any kind of
escalation. The compensation that you guys are setting at $1.05 per square foot in the amount of
$8,400 a month that was based on previous
Mr. Dong Choe: The original fees that WIC and GEPA was paying a dollar a square foot which
was $8,000 a month in 2015 prior to myself getting into the real properties division it was raised to
a $1.05 per foot per month which came to $8,400 a month. If you look at section 4 part 2 the
annual renewal of the MOU “the monthly compensation shall be equal to the fair market value of
this property” so there is an escalation clause of course when we talk to the agencies about the
appraisals they ask us for our opinion and I believe that is where the 1.05 came from for the first
increase from 1.00 dollar to 1.05 and of course every increase has to go through the
commission’s approval so there is an escalation written in there it is under the compensation
section
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Section?
Mr. Dong Choe: Section 5 part 2.
Director Michael Borja: Is there discussion in here regarding leasehold improvements?
Mr. Dong Choe: That was passed by the Ancestral Lands Commission that was a separate
document; they have a resolution that allowed for tenant improvement allowance (TIA). What
usually happens in a TIA is they will submit a TIA to Ancestral Lands or to GEDA most of the time
it goes through GEDA and we will go through it, if you look at it Section 8, utilities and
maintenance. Utilities and maintenance has to be paid by the agencies. The resolution passed
by the GALC was very strict especially where there has to be a permanent improvement beyond
the point of the licenses if we placed an air conditioner on Guam most likely it would have to be
repaired in five years just because we are an island and we are close to salt water so a lot of
times when air conditioners come in we say “no” your license will exceed this improvement but
the guidelines for TIA are created by the commission and we do follow it. The TIA’s are very
specific for the two gov/guam agencies.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Can you educate me how you arrive at the fair market value to
the property?
Mr. Dong Choe: According to the MOU and prior licenses the appraisal is suppose to go out and
do the fair market value. It has to be appraised and DPHSS and GEPA pays for it technically that
is how it is suppose to go. How they came up with the 1.05 I believe it was lust an escalation it
went from a dollar to 1.05 I wasn’t at GEDA at the time so I cannot explain to you thoroughly but
in the MOU it clearly states that an appraisal has to happen at the cost of the agency.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: inaudible
Mr. Dong Choe: Oh yeah WIC or GEPA.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: As far as you know that has not been done.
Mr. Dong Choe: I could not answer that right now because that was before my time all I know
was this was the amount set when I came in is $1.05
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: We are approving this in your time so what is the
Deputy Director David Camacho: Madam Chair, I believe you need to address your question to
the body because at that time a motion was made that was brought up by the members and it
was approved the amount was identified the payment was higher than this and I believe the
request from WIC to lower the rent was approved by the board to lower the rental to a 1.05.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I believe we were going to raise it up to a 1.05
Mr. Dong Choe: The Director is right it was a higher amount and the commission, WIC asked
the commission for a lower amount this was prior to GEPA their license was not up yet. WIC
asked for a lower rental and the commission allowed it, we are not allowed to control rental we
just follow the commissions will we don’t set the rates.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Do you recall that? I believe we set the rate to increase by 5
cents.
Deputy Director David Camacho: It was this one. The higher rate was 1.15 and then it went
down to 1.05, you guys agreed at the five cent increase. Someone suggested 1.07 but all of you
agreed to the 1.05.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Right. They were asking for a dollar.
Deputy Director David Camacho: They were asking for a lower price than a dollar
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: So this was previously negotiated.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Yes and we are just coming back for the MOU.
Director Michael Borja: Because the license agreement was not necessary.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I remember Mike Cruz saying they wanted to keep it at a dollar
and we said we cannot do that. Then we went to a 1.05, we were suggesting higher, 1.50 at one
point. We said we had to at least go up 5 cents that is my recollection.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: We are pulling numbers out of the air there are no appraisals
done?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Prior to that we wanted to continue and the expiration was in
September 2015 or August, I think it was September.
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: We end up agreeing to a certain amount because their budget
part of it was federal and there was a certain amount that they could before we evict them we
ended up not agreeing to the dollar.
Mr. Dong Choe: That’s how the TIA came about also after looking over the resolution WIC was
in arrears by $300,000 the commission was looking for a way to help them pay for their arrears
and create a resolution for tenant improvement allowance.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The discussion went on for a while because of their budget the
discussion lead to an agreement to raising it by 5 cents. We were going to leave it at a dollar but
we said that was not good, 5 cent sound good so we raised it.
Director Michael Borja: I am not the Mike you are talking about.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: No! Mike Cruz of GEDA.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We have to back into that because they already have
expenditures.
Mr. Dong Choe: We are going of the Attorney General’s advice there is an existing license at
1.05 per square feet already. With the Attorney General’s advice we created an MOU that will
super cede those licenses because between two government agencies the MOU should suffice.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: With the TIA there was a listing of what WIC already spent, we
have no choice because it was spent already. Didn’t we say that in the future if they are going to
make some kind of expense they have to run through us?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes. And TIA get approved by the commission and not GEDA the last time a
TIA was approved was in January of this fiscal year it was for $8,000 I believe that was late last
year that was approved by the commission that was the only time a TIA was approved by a
commission.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: And I think the appraisal was being worked on right? At the time?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: In our discussion they did not have the budget and we could not
evict them out so we end up agreeing to that 5 cents that Mike brought up. We did discuss the
issue with fair market value and stuff like that.
Deputy Director David Camacho: There were a lot of factors presented to the board that led to
your decision (inaudible) and then again they cleared the $300,000 arrears and then again the
monthly payment was being with held because the MOU was not updated, the Department of
Administration wanted the MOU because it is a federally funded program. They did came in and
ask for us to do the maintenance side for Ancestral to be footing the maintenance and you guys
did not approve that. Then 1.15 was identified but they asked for a dollar and two cents (1.02)
but you guys went up to 1.05.
Director Michael Borja: Commissioners, the license agreement which you concurred to and
signed a year ago was going through the approval process was found to be an overkill by the
Attorney General’s office the resolution in not approving this was to create a memorandum of
understanding which is what you have before you. The request is to approve this draft form of
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the memorandum of understanding with public health for the WIC building and later on we also
have the memorandum of understanding on the EPA side of the building as well for their
agreement, that is what the issue is all the other discussions on the fair market value we have
already gone beyond that we are changing the document because of the Attorney General’s
request.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Dong are you looking at this? DPHS there should be one more
“s” and toward the bottom in the description how come plus or minus 200 square feet.
Director Michael Borja: The common area is about 200 square feet that is the typical way of
describing the common area.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: In the first whereas it is basically the same words and you have
“common area” it goes “all the building plus the common area equals 8,000” and then when you
come down to the bottom if you are going to put that the common area is two hundred shouldn’t
you say “all the utilities, building comprise of 7,800 square feet?” and the common are should
come out to 8,000 right?
Mr. Dong Choe: We keep the plus or minus because it is one lot and the common area is being
shared by GEPA and WIC.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: So that should say 8,000 right?
Mr. Dong Choe: This is specifically common area not the building space.

Commissioner Anthony Ada: What about the first?
Mr. Dong Choe: The first is the actual lot size.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: But look at your sentence you go “including all adjacent building
and parking lot and common area consisting of 8,000 square feet”
Director Michael Borja:
I think this is a typo. Because in the license agreement

let me make this correction.

Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Where is the correction?
Director Michael Borja: At the bottom part where it says plus or minus 200 that should be plus
or minus 8,000 the license agreement that was originally signed that was how it was described.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So you are requesting we approve this now?
Mr. Dong Choe: Once it has been approve we will create a final draft run it through land
management (inaudible).
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Pending the corrections madam chair with regard to the
description.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We will go right into Guam Environmental
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I make the motion.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We will discuss it.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Both are identical.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino:
Agency?

But are there any questions on the Guam Environmental Protection

Director Michael Borja: On the correction I would put there in the first whereas that should read
15-610 1
Chairwoman Anita Orlino:15-6100?
Director Michael Borja: Right. Then down at item number one the description of the property
again that should be plus or minus.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Those are the two correction take note of that.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: One more the typo in protection.
Director Michael Borja: Yes the typo in protection.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Where are you?
Director Michael Borja: In the header and the first paragraph where it says Guam Protection
Agency.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: it is just a typo. For Guam Environmental Agency there is 1, 2, 3, 4,
is it? Commission members?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So its approval for both?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Because it is shared property.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So Madam Chair I make the motion to approve the MOU pending
correction we just discussed the typos and the whereas regarding the common area.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So we have a motion on the floor to approve the MOU subject to
correction anyways before we sign this MOU we are going to go over it, do I hear a second?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I will second the motion.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We have a second we will go ahead and vote. Commissioner Ada?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: All those in favor say Aye.
Some Commissioners (cannot identify who): Aye
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I abstain.
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: we have four approve and one abstain. Motion pass
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I approve.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Motion passed four approve and one abstain.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We are still in old business. We go into Bryan Ha and Dave Duenas
license of one acre in the former occupied area of Balli Steel.
B. Bryan Ha and Dave Duenas license of one acre in the former occupied
area of Balli Steel.
Deputy Director David Camacho: GEDA is going to let us know how they arrived at their figure
of 1,000 per acre at Polaris Point because in the past meeting the question was asked if this rate
was based on appraised value but the property at Polaris Point is under GEDA they came up with
the 1,000 dollar rent payment for one acre lot there. Before you approve or disapprove they need
to explain.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We will have you come up and explain how you arrived at the 1,000
dollars per acre.
Mr. Dong Choe: The 1,000 dollar was arrived during the bid for the Knik property prior to that if
you look at the other rates there is Matson paying out about 25,000 per month for a thirty acre
property which is less than 1,000 per acre and then there was Balli who was paying less than a
1,000 per acre also, the 1,000 came about during negotiations. What usually happens is the fair
market value the proximity and similar properties in the area, when Knik and GEDA were
negotiating a price the amount came out to a 1,000. After that Ancestral lands went through a
licensed process with Angocco that also put out a 1,000 dollars now that was separate and apart
from GEDA because GEDA does not do licenses but that is where the 1,000 dollars comes
from, it stayed at a 1,000. I believe if Ancestral Lands want to stay at that because it is pretty
close to fair market value it was the lease cost prior too.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: You pattern that on the others.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes especially because the Knik property the 1,000 per acre was a very good
tight score because of what Matson was paying they are paying way less than a 1,000. But if
Ancestral Lands wants to do an appraisal when we go out for bid for the remaining properties we
always request for appraisals to get our baseline and that was our baseline for Knik.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: How did Matson’s rate come about?
Mr. Dong Choe: Matson’s rate is a little low and I am not sure how the Commission came to that
rate but their rate is lower because they have that section of the property that is contaminated.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I was counting on GEDA to giving us the right number on that.
Mr. Dong Choe: Usually we have a baseline we look at and we negotiate up or down depending
on the bidder of course and that was for Matson and Knik was willing to pay the 1,000.
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That baseline is what I am talking about.
Mr. Dong Choe: For Polaris it is about a 1,000.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: For Matson that was the baseline?
Mr. Dong Choe: I believe Matson baseline was lower than a 1,000 but since Knik came in and
the precedence was set for Angocco’s license
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I just curious how you arrived at that I am not saying it is wrong I
just want to know.
Mr. Dong Choe: I believe before we got those properties there was Balli Steel and Brand Inc
that Ancestral commission was managing we take those properties and what they are paying and
then we figure out how much other properties were paying and then Kmik came we had
Matson’s cost and how much they were paying and we tried to elevate it from there and so we
had the Knik rate and the Knik rate followed through the Angocco rate it is just incremental as we
get new tenants.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: so it wasn’t like you went to other areas down in the Port area that
is not the proper procedure or with Ml properties in general it doesn’t work like that?
Mr. Dong Choe: No because Ml property in the central area is higher from Ml property from the
south.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So Ml property up in this area is just way more expensive even at
the port.
Mr. Dong Choe: Port property is mostly government property so there is no open property aside
from kwikspace property across the power plant
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I think it cannot be like that if I recall 8% of the appraised value is
what we did to compute Matson.
Mr. Dong Choe: It was well before my time.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You gotta stop saying that because now is your time you have
been there for awhile already. If I recall the property was appraised at $30.00 a square meter so
to lease it 8% of that comes out to $2.40 but it should be outline in the agreement with Matson.
Mr. Dong Choe: Their monthly right now is $24,804.20 that is how much they are paying per
month for thirty acres
Commissioner Anthony Ada: What is that in square meters?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We are not trying to solve Matson.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: If you do an appraisal, who pays for it?
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Mr. Dong Choe: Usually what we do during a bid is we ask the bidders to get an appraisal to

determine the fair market value unless the commission agrees on a rate prior to but we usually
just ask for a fair market value through the bid.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Just for your information Polaris point did not go through a
bid it is a license you guys are issuing out.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: That is what we are trying to solve is thee license.
Deputy Director David Camacho: (inaudible) then you value whoever is bidding for the property
It is a license for a staging area and all those things.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: It differs from a staging and a long term thing
Deputy Director David Camacho: One of the things Angocco did was put a container and he
improved it but actually he paid 12,000 for one year. Polaris point is not going through an REP.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: it is on a license basis and not an REP. In the event we are going to
REP that property we have to give them notice and they will have to vacate the property knowing
that it is going up for RFP.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I have 4.95 calculated per square meter at 30 acres.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: What’s that for?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The Matson
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We are not talking about Matson right now.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That was just a computation.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We have to include Matson because that is how they got the
figure from the other guy and the other guy. We did this for Matson so we decided we will do this
for Knik. You consider what Matson was being charged to come out with the figure.
Mr. Dong Choe: Not for this property.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: So why bring up Matson in the first place
Mr. Dong Choe: They were asking how the 1,000 came about that was our negotiating rate with
Knik which was your past tenants.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: And then?
Mr. Dong Choe: That’s how we came to the 1,000 because of our negotiations of course we
want to get better more money than the past leases we negotiated up to a 1,000. Eor six acres
they were paying 6,000 versus the 25,000 for 30 acres We don’t deal with Ancestral Lands
licenses.
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: It sound to me like you overlayed the comment and that was
overlayed to these gentlemen
Mr. Dong Choe: Oh no! that just how we got the rate for Knik construction not for this company.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Okay so how did you get the rate for this company?
Mr. Dong Choe: We don’t gives rates for licenses this is purely Ancestral.
Deputy Director David Camacho: (inaudible)
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I think we are at the juncture to hear Mr. Duenas’ proposal as to
what they are going to do. Are you in agreement with the items we discussed? Did you do a run
down?
Mr. Dave Duenas: That was secondary part the number one issue is the license of the one acre
secondary is to present to the board if they would entertain Bryan Ha’s willing to clean the area
and as Commissioner Ada mentioned in lieu of the cost of the cleaning of the property off set
against the rent he would be more in favor of invoicing the commission for the cost of cleaning
and there is a substantial amount of debris at this point we are trying to determine the monthly
rate.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Yes we are going to do that now.
Mr. Dave Duenas: The rate that was told to us by Diego Mendiola from GEDA he came out with
that figure all along knowing it might be less it might be more. I heard what this gentleman was
saying about the licensing of the adjacent property.
Mr. Dong Choe: We don’t do licensing.
Mr. Dave Duenas: Right. How you came up with that figure it sounding good and in my favor.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Bryan the reason why I am questioning this is I have two half
acre lots in Yigo each being rented for $550.00 per month. I have two half acre lots in Toto,
residential, each being rented for $600.00 a month, we have one acre Ml zone it behooves me
and we need some good answers from GEDA because we are paying you dearly.
Mr. Dong Choe: I would like to clarify that we don’t set the rates for your leases the commission
approves them.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Diego Mendiola gave a recommendation of 1,000 per acre.
Mr. Dong Choe: I pretty sure what Diego told Mr. Duenas was the latest lease that we had for
that property was 1,000 per month.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The past mistake doesn’t mean we are going to continue the
same mistake.
Mr. Dong Choe: I am not saying it was a mistake i am clearly stating that he said the latest lease
that we had for that property was 1,000 per month.
I I
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: You are talking about lease we are talking about a license
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes maam the commissioner asked about the 1,000 dollars
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Tell me the difference between a lease and license? lease or
license it is just the right to use the property and what are the economic benefit for the lease.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I caught one of the statement of the Attorney General and he
says a license is for less than a year and it is for the usage of the property, in a lease the lease
can improve the property and that is the difference temporary use in a license.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I will lease out my property on an Ml zone and if they want to
improve my property I would be very happy.
Deputy Director David Camacho: They go through a license because they don’t want to build
anything.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The fact is they are going to have economic use of the property
whether it is just for staging or permanency.
Deputy Director David Camacho: This is coming from Attorney General Liz Barret.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Madam Chair we are suppose to maximize the income for the
people who are going to benefit from the land bank we just don’t give land away.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Maybe down the line in six months someone comes to lease it for a
longer term then we put out an RFP and we inform them
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Isn’t it there job to do an RFP.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Yes.
Mr. Dong Choe: I have to clarify this I believe there is confusion between the commissioners this
is not a GEDA project. This company is coming directly to the commission we have nothing we
don’t get any money from them zero this is between Ancestral Lands and the company because it
is a license we do not do licenses.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I am confused, where does Diego Mendiola justify the 1,000 a
month?
Mr. Dong Choe: He did not justify the 1,000 a month he told Mr. Duenas the last lease, the latest
lease that we had for one acre went for a 1,000 dollars.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Okay I follow you.
Mr. Dong Choe: I am here to clarify how we came up with the 1,000 for Kink and I believe I
clarified that everything else is between the Commission and the company we do not take part in
this license process we didn’t bid it out. They actually came to GEDA first because we manage
the property they told us they were interested in a short period of time we told them a license
121
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would work for you please go directly to Ancestral Lands and that is why they are here now and
we are completely out of the picture.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I don’t have any issues giving you a license but you understand
the risk of this right? We can revoke that license.
Mr. Dave Duenas: We are fine, Mr. Bryan is fine with the year to year license knowing all along
that at any given year (inaudible)
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Even though it is year to year, correct me if I am wrong, but it
could be six months and you gotta move out, that is what we understand.
Mr. Dave Duenas: I was more of the understanding that if you sign a one year lease you would
be obligated.
(inaudible)
Mr. Dave Duenas: But I am more of the understanding if you sign a one year lease your
obligated.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: This is a short term.
Mr. Dave Duenas: But wouldn’t a one year license dictate that?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: We are not going to say get out we are going to try and honor that
but we have the prerogative of saying, I don’t know I might be wrong but I understood a license
would give you a year but in three months, I don’t know we would give you two months to get out.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I don’t think so if we sign for a year we have to stick to it.
Mr. Dave Duenas: Correct me if I am wrong but Mr. Camacho just stipulated what the Attorney
General said, it was short term and you are basically using it as a staging area if I heard correctly.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I always make this statement, a license is month to month
rental for up to a year if you need an extension you come again and ask the board that is where
the condition comes in where the property is going out for RFP they will notify you that you have
thirty or sixty days.
Attorney Kristan Finney: A license lets a licensee go into a property and use the property in
some way that they didn’t have if they didn’t have permission it would be illegal for them to be
there, it doesn’t give any right to the property, a lease will give certain rights.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: We have had certain people coming in asking for a license, we
have no issues but in four months or five months if something comes up that is what we were
advised but if something comes up you have to take that risk that is the board members
protecting the trust.
Mr. Dave Duenas: I was informed at the last meeting that the one acre was up for license and
not for lease due to I don’t know exactly why.
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If we do a lease we have to REP it and with limited term we license. That is why we can say you
have a limited time to get out not like a lease you practically own it for that term its yours.
Mr. Dave Duenas: If I may real quickly reiterate what was mentioned last meeting, it is a five acre
property we are only interested in one acre the remainder of the four acres if you haven’t been
down there I encourage you to do so there is quite a bit of debris still there, which brings up the
second portion of what Mr. Ha’s company is willing to clean it for you guys (inaudible) whoever
might be interested in the remaining four there is all this trash you can’t do anything with it you
just have to clean it and it will probably fall back on Ancestral lands to clean before a license or a
lease is issued, I just want to make that point (inaudible) we are able to accommodate number
one a license if we are in agreement and number two we will entertain and clean the area up and
invoice ancestral lands versus just taking it off.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I don’t have any issues.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Are you saying the 1,000 for example with the clean up your going to
offset your monthly....
Mr. Dave Duenas: No maam. It was brought up at the last meeting I think it was Commissioner
Ada that brought up that if we agreed we clean it and we invoice you to clean the area and then
we get paid like any other vendor who does a service and we pay our rent appropriately.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That was because you didn’t want the cleaning to delay you guys
being able to use the property.
Mr. Dave Duenas: Whichever way the board decides the cleaning part we can invoice you direct.
If it is a 1,000 a month and it cost you 1,800 to clean the 1,000 is clear and the board still owes
us.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: How long do you think the cleaning will take?
Mr. Bryan Ha: that is really hard to say I cannot get more close.
Mr. Dave Duenas: There is jungle that is on top of debris a mountain of it and there tons of tires
in dilapidated containers.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So you are not sure how long it will take so if it takes one year to
clean that space you are free for one year. You invoice us you hire someone to clean you invoice
us then you invoice that to us if it takes one year to clean up it looks like there is no monthly
payment.
Director Michael Borja: If you are going to invoice for services then you have to RFP the project
Mr. Dave Duenas: And that is fine. The point I was making about the remaining four acres right
now is probably not very marketable because of the debris.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: You’re looking at one you should worry about that let the other party
handle it we will look at what you are asking now.
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Deputy Director David Camacho: Those debris was caused by the previous tenant and we
discussed this before that we are going through GEDA with our attorney to see what we can do
about this company that utilized the place
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We are trying to track them down
Deputy Director David Camacho: (inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: 1,000 dollars a month for an acre is .25 cents per square meter, I
don’t agree with that. If we look at rental of properties the formula is 8% of the square meter
value so if it is $30 a square meter for this area 8% of that is $2.40.
Mr. Dave Duenas: Which brings it to
Commissioner Anthony Ada: 4047 times 2.40 that would be my starting point $9,712. You gave
the example earlier if it cost you 1800 to clean up you would charge us 800 to stay in it doesn’t
make sense to me. To keep this clean I say we stick to the formula. Find out what the square
meter value of that property is down there, find out 8% are we still using 8%?
Mr. Dong Choe: I am not a realtor to be honest sir.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I didn’t ask you what the per square meter is I asked if it was still
8% I am asking the percentage of?
Mr. Dong Choe: Of what? Of the cost of appraisal?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: When there is a piece of property there is a formula you folks
presented to us and we agree what is the appraised value per square meter, 8% of that value.
that is what I remember so is it still 8%?
Mr. Dong Choe: The leases that I have done and not for ancestral, we usually go for a BPO,
broker’s price opinion
Or we get an appraisal for rental they will give us a number rather than a percentage I think the
percentage you are asking for is the property value, 8% of the property value.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: On the per square meter?
Mr. Dong Choe: What we go for is the lease value, how much should we charge for lease.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: and it is called broker
Mr. Dong Choe: There is two types a broker’s opinion, but it is not an appraisal, and the actual
appraisal done by an appraiser.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The only difference I see here is if it is a lease but this is a license
and basically what the Director pointed out between a lease and a license a license is a
temporary use they are not taking full advantage of that property having to build, 5 years, ten
years the value is not to your advantage so I recognize that it is a license, a staging area. So the
number you gave him makes sense on a lease. But if he is temporarily using it like I said we tell
him to get out in my opinion we can tell him to get out in 5 or six months.
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: If we commit to a one year license usually the term we say like
ninety days until the one year term we will say if we are going to renew it or not but I don’t think
you can say you commit to one year and one month
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: But she just gave a totally different opinion on it whatever she said
backs up what I was thinking I am not saying I am right but her description fits it
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Who is she?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Our legal counsel. Basically if he has one year, I am not saying I
am right, but does not have full rights of the property because he is not building a foundation and
do this and that basically he is at a disadvantage the advantage for Ancestral Lands is you are
not using it long term. In one year we can say get out we have a big company moving in we REP
it, your loss is minimal.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: If you are thinking something is going to happen you can make
the license a month to month and don’t say we give you a year but watch out maybe next month.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: You are right I am not arguing with you we have done that in the
past it was like an oxymoron yeah we could tell you to get out in a month I guess we didn’t have
legal counsel and we were doing it, I am just saying that was what we did in the past.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: You mentioned the month to month and that is what should be
incorporated in the license. Commissioner Ada you are right if you assured them of a one year
license you just can’t come in the next month and say get out and so the Deputy mentioned a
monthly basis and that will be put in the license so you will be aware and if you cont want it you
don’t have to take it.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I think that scenario if held true to the end if someone got
interested we can say we committed to someone and we will consider your application when this
ends.
Attorney Kristan Finney: I just want to clarify a lease versus a license it is not the amount of
time it is the right you are giving them. You could them the right to use it whether you offer that
as a month to month or to commit for a year that is not going to determine if this is a lease or a
license it what right you are giving them. If you are only giving them the right to use that property
in some way that if didn’t have that permission to be there because you are giving them a license
you are giving them some rights in the property for that time period whether a month, a year, or
ten years you are giving them exclusive right to that property then you are looking at a lease.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: That license is for them to legally enter the premises for legality they
just cannot go in there an occupy that space without that they have legal rights to occupy that one
acre.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: What would be the fine line for it to be a license? Let say we gave
them a year and it is one and a half acre.
Attorney Kristan Finney: Again it is not the length of time it is what
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So you are saying it is okay to give a ten year license?
Attorney Kristan Finney: What I am saying is whatever you call it the substance will determine
what your rights are. So if they have a license they can only do what you allow them to do.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Can I give them a one year license?
Attorney Kristan Finney: That is up to you guys but if you are giving them rights in the property,
let say you are giving them one year and they are acting like this property is theirs, they are the
only ones that can go in there then you are looking at possibly a lease again it doesn’t matter if it
is one year
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I have no issue a year license on a lease it is a different story and
he is right about the percentage.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Are you guys willing to accept a month to month license?
Mr. Dave Duenas: That would not be anywhere near feasible for us to operate we were very
much looking at a one year license.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I hear you guys talking about the option to renew.
Mr. Dave Duenas: Year to year not month to month. What business do you know will operate
(inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I was thinking that we just cannot tell you to get out.
(inaudible)
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I am still confused license versus lease because if I give you a
license I give you the authority to go in there and utilize my property in a lease I could be specific
in telling you what you could do in the property. It is the same thing as far as I am concern a
license seems to be less documented. On a lease agreement I rent apartments and I have 15
page lease agreement for a one year contract. The other thing is how much time do you need to
clean.
Mr. Bryan Ha: I can’t even

inaudible)

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I understand, I understand and that is my other question, how
much do you think this is going to cost? I doubt you can give me an answer but can you give me
an answer?
Mr. Dave Duenas: Can you give him an estimate?
Mr. Bryan Ha: No way, I don’t have any idea.

Mr. Dave Duenas: I strongly recommend that you visit the place you will see.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Is this property to the right side of Matson?
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Mr. Dave Duenas: When you enter the property there is a chain link fence there are containers
that are used as barriers.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I went to inspect it but the gate was locked there are brand new
equipment in there, trailers and stuff.
Mr. Dave Duenas: Not that I can see.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Further back is where the mess is.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Are you going to charge by the truck load or weight?
Director Michael Borja: I think you guys are getting of the subject here..
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: No we are not Mr. Director! This is the commission talking
please don’t stop me talking or asking question. I would venture to say if there is a whole bunch
of mess there I want to warn the commission that it would cost around 100,000 plus dollars to
clean the place up so if someone is responsible to clean this place up we should get GEDA to go
after them, Balli Steel, if we need to litigate it then do it. We have been sitting to long on this and
quite frankly I have been hearing talk back and forth on it and now we are trying to give away the
property because Balli Steel has not cleaned the property when we could be charging an arm and
a leg for anyone to use the property. GEDA has neglected us in their responsibility to do this. I
would not recommend this agreement the way it stands, there is just too many un answered
questions. The last time you were here you were suppose to submit a proposal and I don’t see a
proposal before me
Mr. Dave Duenas: The proposal is moot pending if it was feasible enough for me to accept a one
year lease based on
(inaudible)
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Give us a proposal so I can consider
Mr. Dave Duenas: A license is not dictated if we are going to move forward with a formal as
requested by the board we will provide that, what we are going to utilize it for, everything. It would
be crazy to submit that without the price of the property that we are going to agree upon. If the
board turns around and says the property is going to be 8,000 a month then why would I submit a
proposal of what we are going to do and we don’t even know yet what the property is going to be
license for a year, per month sorry.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I have a question? Would you be willing to do for one year what
our highest rate is for one year and it is up to you to clean up what is there on that one acre.
Mr. Dave Duenas: That was always
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: You clean it
Mr. Dave Duenas
we will clean it up.

What we were thinking his one acre of his license to utilze of course
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Clean up the other four acres?
Mr. Dave Duenas/Bryan Ha: No, no! just for one acre only
Mr. Bryan Ha: No just the one acre.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Clean the whole thing or just that one acre? Your proposal was to
clean whole thing or just that one acre?
Mr. Dave Duenas: The original proposal suggested the remaining four acres Mr. Ha was willing
to entertain, we were looking at it if you were interested in the remaining four.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So you are saying that you are willing to clean up the one acre.
Mr. Dave Duenas: The one he is interested in a license the remaining four may very well have to
go to RFP.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: That one acre is already clean.
(everyone speaking inaudible)
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: They are asking to use one acre at 1,000 per month the second is
that they will clean that and invoice us I don’t think this board would want that, you occupy the
one acre as is at a 1,000 or you don’t.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: And furthermore, I agree with Commissioner Sablan GEDA you
dropped the ball on us buddy. You guys allowed Balli Steel to get away with this we should settle
that mailer and file civil litigation on those guys. Pull out the license and get on these guys we
are moving on to the next page and we haven’t finished the last chapter yet.
Mr. Dong Choe: They are a nonexistent corporation.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Are you sure? Did they file bankruptcy?
Mr. Dong Choe: They were in the newspaper.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Is that correct?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Yes, we talked about this.
Director Michael Borja: They filed bankruptcy and GEDA didn’t put in a claim.
Mr. Dong Choe: We did email rev/tax and you were apart of the email chain and after the last
board meeting at Mr. Sablan’s request we made contact with our legal counsel, our legal counsel
said that there is nothing to collect from a nonexistent corporation with no assets.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Are you saying nonexistent they never incorporated
Mr. Dong Choe: No sir that is
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: There is a difference between nonexistent and a defunct
business, defunct is they incorporated and then they closed down because of bankruptcy but
nonexistent they never incorporated on Guam.
Mr. Dong Choe: I will ask our legal counsel.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: They might have changed their name and run in a different
company.
Mr. Dong Choe: I am not sure about that, the Balli Steel history they have come to the
commission many times in the past years for the commission not to terminate their lease and
then they went under and flew out.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That was Bob Cruz right? (inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Sicat.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Sicat yeah. I would like to move on. I would like to go and see if
we can find a spot that you can clean up for an acre most likely we will approve that if you want
your license
Mr. Dave Duenas: There is one acre more suitable for his business
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: You are asking for a license that we hardly do, this is an
opportunity for you to get property down there that gives and takes because he wants 8%.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It is a 1,000 per month per acre, I agree.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: It is a 1,000 per year.
Mr. Dave Duenas: If it is a 1,000 per year I will take it.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I thought it is a 1,000 per year
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It is a 1,000 per month and we don’t have to RFP it.
Attorney Kristan Finney: I am just curious why do you guys think you don’t have to RFP to put
out a license.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Well give us a reason why we should not.
Attorney Kristan Finney: I have heard several of you guys say if we do a license we don’t have
to REP where did that come from?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I will answer that. When we were (inaudible) legal counsel we
were advised and we took it as authority that we could license the property without having to REP
it if it is from year to year.
Attorney Kristan Finney: Is that because it would be a non exclusive use?
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Because they can’t put too much money into it, they can’t do too
much to it and really develop it the way they would if they had a lease in a long term.
I can see it if it was a nonexclusive, you would stop anybody from having the same opportunity.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The way I understood it was a license is short from year to year if
they want the property for a longer term then we RFP it.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Staging has no real development there are no concrete structure
we kinda played it safe we can do licenses I think we did a couple we didn’t do a lot of licenses so
it is not like we had them rushing through the doors to do licenses.
Attorney Kristan Finney: And you said (inaudible)
Mr. Dong Choe: We just don’t do licenses it is just like you said we lease out the property it is not
just for specific use (inaudible).
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Madam Chair shall will table this discussion and all go down
there for a site visit.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Just an overview, first they want to be assured they could occupy
that place at 1,000 a month, secondly they want also to find out if they could clean it up and
invoice us.
Mr. Dave Duenas: If the board desires.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Before you mentioned a proposal they are submitting the way I see it
they want to be assured first before they submit a proposal.
Mr. Dave Duenas: We don’t even know what you are going to come up with
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: What I am saying is you already heard it is a 1,000 and you want to
be assured first because you said why would you want to submit a proposal if you don’t know
what is in store, you don’t know if it is going to be a 1,000 a month or if we are going to invoice so
after we say it is going to be a 1,000 you are gonna off set and then you are going to submit your
proposal we are not going that route yet it is either you submit a proposal request to occupy the
place for a 1,000 a month as is and then we will decide.
Mr. Dave Duenas: Yes madam chair.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We can answer that first question you want to rent for a 1,000 a
month what about the clean up?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: That is what I am saying as is, no invoicing no nothing. To occupy
the place legally as is everything is wrapped up you are legally entitled and start your business
and whatever and that is it. comes in one year with option to renew we give you a notice 90 days
or 60 days you have to vacate the property because we are going to have to RFP.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Who has the key?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We have the key right?
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: It is being handled by GEDA.
Deputy Director David Camacho: The padlock there has been broken.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Mr. Choe you please look into it for the areas being padlocked.
Mr. Dong Choe: Of course Matson has their lease so they have their key.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Only the place that are not occupied right now.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I recommend we do a site visit on that according to Tony there are
extensive equipment down there.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Not on Balli Steel. There are tires and containers.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I might be looking at the wrong property that is why we need a
site visit.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: I would like to make a site visit
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Before we make the determination on that one acre that is already
cleared.
Commissioner Anthony Ada:Let us lock in 1,000 a month, you guys agree with the 1,000 a
month?
(All speaking at the same time, inaudible).
Mr. Dave Duenas:A proposal will be submitted this week and maybe you will do the site visit by
the time you get the proposal. (inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Can we motion that 1,000 a month now?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: No.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Let them submit their proposal and next meeting we can entertain
that.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: If we go down there and see the trash how is it going to change
how we are going to decide?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: It reassures.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: We are making the right decision
Commissioner Anthony Ada: There is a lot of trash there,
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Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I want to see the trash.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Thank you very much. There is a request for a board member to
leave early so there will be four of us, Commissioner Ada is asking to be excused at a certain
time let me know when you are ready, are you ready to be excused?
VI. New Business
A. GWA proposed legislation NDWWTP
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We move to new business GWA proposed legislation.
Director Michael Borja: NDWWTP is Northern Waste Water Treatment Plant the Guam Water
Works needs to do enhancements on located in the Harmon Cliffline area present in the room is
General Manager, Miguel Bordallo and land agent, Bobbie Cruz. They have come over to explain
this draft legislation which proposes to obtain a portion of crown lands that are adjacent to the
current Northern Waste Water Treatment Plant as you can see in the map it is still not recorded
as registered property and it is in the process of going through a land registration process. The
land that they need, I will let them explain that, is about 70,000 square meters and that would
allow them to enhance the waste water treatment plant to be more modern and useful and
comply with EPA requirements and this land would be compensated for then there would be a
transfer of crown land ancestral property to Guam Water Works it would be at fair market value
according to the proposed legislation. I will have Mr. Bordallo speak for the legislation.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: Good afternoon commissioners, as Mr. Borja has said we need additional
property to enhance the Northern Waste Water Treatment Plant the intent of the upgrade is to
provide secondary treatment which would provide a cleaner (inaudible) protecting our resources
and expanding our capacity in order to add new customers who are over the landing, military
customers and the military activities on Guam. That’s important because 85% of our water
comes from the northern water lens and we need more to protect that water resource expanding
the waste water would allow us to take people of the septic system and capture the flow of
construction that occurs as part of the military buildup. So we need approximately 17 acres to
expand the treatment if you see our map our footprint is a little over 10 acres and the additional
area also includes ponding basin which are required by EPA for storm water disposal. (referring
to map) the easement left to right on the page on the bottom half that is an existing easement so
we would be able to add pipes to transfer between the old location and the new location we will
be utilizing secondary treatment by adding tanks oxidation to treat the waste water solids will be
pulled out and be routed to the old plant where the digesters are and be treated as well the inert
material will be transported to the landfill. So the property we are looking to acquire will give us
enough space to do that expand the plant and provide a better level of treatment so what we
pump out into the ocean is a much cleaner product. The plant currently meets primary treatment
standards meeting all our EPA requirement however we are limited in flow so if we go to enhance
treatment and they say your effluent has to be cleaner we need to improve the plant we need to
expand the plant and that also gives us the capability to accept more flow we cannot accept
anymore flow from the military buildup without upgrading the plant so essentially there is a real
need for the property.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Was this a part of the buildup plan?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: We have been focusing in meeting the primary treatment standard.
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Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Are you going to need further expansion after this?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: No we don’t believe we need further expansion after this
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: You mention expansion, have you submitted testimony regarding
the EIS with regard to the water situation in the Dededo area also because I understand there is a
problem with the lack of flow in the Wettengel and CO-OP area
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: The COOP is located between two pressure zones so the existing piping is
insufficient for fire flow that is why the COOP had to build their own storage tank for fire water
purposes it is not addressed in the EIC the pressure zone has nothing to do with additional
resources but better managing our own distribution system and making improvements. We do
have a separate project which is bond funded to address pressure zones and providing additional
storage
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It mentions here land exchange what lands do you have to
exchange?
Director Michael Borja: That is text to be all inclusive. I just want you to know three bills were
recently passed by the legislature and enacted into law this last session it takes three different
parts of Chamorro land Trust properties to enhance Guam Water Works storage facility
throughout the island the language is almost the exact same kind where we are trying to exercise
any and all options currently we are looking at compensation it also takes their board of directors
to approve
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: GWA’s land inventory is fairly limited we did make a proposal to our board
to allow us to acquire a larger parcel to allow us to have bank, for the lack of a better word, of
other properties that would be more desirable for the parties we are trying to acquire properties
from however the board does not believe GWA should be in the business of owning excess
properties and they did not accept that proposal that we pitched but we did leave it in the
language of the legislation in the event it might be preference for you and there was no other way
to move forward or purchase a property outright and do an exchange as a preferred route where
the property would be located we could not say at this point it would have to be a value per value
exchange, area for area.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Is there any properties that GWA is just leasing?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: No.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: To lease it from ancestral lands
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: is not an option primarily because what we are going to put in the ground is
going to last 50 years, 100 years, it is going to serve the island for that long a lease doesn’t make
sense to our board and they have indicated they would not got down that road which is why they
did not include a lease language in the draft legislation, outright purchase or exchange or in kind
services is something they would consider.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The military is not going to accommodate themselves and take
care of their waste water they are going to depend on water works.
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Mr. Miguel Bordallo: They would be a customer of water works and there are reasons for that,
USEPA and Guam EPA indicated that because of it position over the northern lens and the new
base they do not want to add another treatment facility over the lens. We have an existing plant
and they are okay with us expanding that but they don’t want to put another source of potential
contaminant over the lens some of the military property has high production wells, very high
quality water and they don’t want a treatment plant over those facility.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You don’t want a long term lease and I don’t know if this board
is in a position to sell land for the highest and best use of the property, would you consider
leasing from us instead of buying from us?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: I understand the concern I will send that message back to our board but
they have already indicated they don’t want to lease
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I don’t care what they prefer or not prefer I think our job here is
to maximize our income for the people we represent.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: I understand and the authority is prepared to pay fair market value we will
provide for the appraisals and the survey that is required. We are not asking anything for free
and if your concern is reduction of inventory and we would consider an exchange but a lease
does not work for the type of investment we are pulling into the ground. And it may hinder bond
financing in the future for upgrade we may require because the bond market does not look kindly
upon lease agreements they prefer we own the assets outright that is the reason for our board’s
decision.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: If that is the case and this is through legislation, since the military
is your customer maybe we should include in the legislation some kind of participation benefits as
a result of the what you guys are making from the military. GEDA does that with of the properties
they lease for us and we get participation rentals can we consider that? A percentage of what
they military pays you.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: Any additional expense gets passed on to the ratepayers. What we are
asking for benefits the entire island with regards to the treatment and keeping our resources
clean and protecting the northern aquifer, 85% of our water comes from the northern aquifer.
Director Michael Borja: If I might add the fastest growing area is the Dededo and Yigo area and
it growing beyond the military projections the subdivision developments have been increasing in
those areas and there is still more to come. There is more development in this returned area that
is expected to be happening here soon. This wastewater will be serving the entire northern area
but to include Tumon we are trying to get the Chamorro Land Trust area into a sewer system it is
important to get them into a sewer system to protect the northern aquifer it is our primary source
of water. I just want to remind you that all the land uses on Guam not privately owned is under
the control of the legislature and this legislation does meet the two requirements for the sale or
transfer of the land that it is for the public good and it will be compensated it is best to have the
concurrence of this body if it presented to the legislature it is up to them to move forward with or
without your concurrence.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Well the legislature decides it is for public use they will have to
condemn it which is basically purchasing the land. My question is with all this development didn’t
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public works sign off in those developments? How did they get built if someone didn’t sign off on
them?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: All permits are reviewed and we have review their projected sewer load
and water demand and we model that against our current system and if there is an impact
degradation of service to customers then we support the application and if we cannot and off site
infrastructure is required then we provide conditions to those applications for us to support the
application we take that into consideration we review and evaluate to our ability to provide
services based on hydraulic models which is the only way we can predict if we can support it or
not and then once the systems go online and then it is a matter of managing the distribution to
make sure everything is balanced out.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: 17,000 square meters is what you need?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: 17 acres, 70,000 square meters.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: This is crown land?
Director Michael Borja: Yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Is this the lost pond area where the family said they would give up
50 acres is this part of it?
Director Michael Borja: No. this is a triangle and you drive up to a point north of Marine Drive
and meets up with the (inaudible).
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: I believe for that lot we are taking the tip of the triangle.
Director Michael Borja: The bottom part. (referring to the map) The request is for this black
area that purple area is private property.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: So they want this whole green area?
Director Michael Borja: No! No! No! Just this 17 acres.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Doesn’t this have another name ALOO1?
Director Michael Borja: AKJD?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That is the military designation.
Director Michael Borja: We are going through a survey process to give it a lot name.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Isn’t that ALOO1? or is it something else?
Ms. Bobbie Cruz: That is next to the treatment plant.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Where is the Coretech housing?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: The opposite
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(inaudible —everyone talking)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Do you know what the per square meter is?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: I am sorry sir we have not done an appraisal but we are prepared to pay
fair market value. if there are indication of concurrence we can move with that.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The reason why I ask is because ALOO1 sold for 21 dollars per
square meters so if water works goes with 21/square meters that is about 1.4 I think since then it
went higher.
Director Michael Borja: We will be able to get the fair market determination and it will be based
on appraisals.

Commissioner Ron Eclavea: We want you to go back and look at the lease option again.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: The draft legislation gives us 180 days to come up with the final
compensation.
Director Michael Borja: You know there is a reversionary clause in here in section 4 should
there be inactivity for 5 years it reverts back to Ancestral lands.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: EPA is requiring you to do it so that is unlikely.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Has a public hearing been held on this draft legislation?
Director Michael Borja: It hasn’t been introduced. It will most likely be introduced by Senator
Tom Ada it is almost the same discussion that the three bills were introduced just this last month
that dealt with Chamorro Land Trust properties with similar purpose.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Since there are private landowners in the area you are going to
have public hearing.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: The plant is not going anywhere and this is only going to make it better, the
quality of the treated (inaudible) there is space for odor control.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We don’t want to shrink the inventory of the land bank and if it
goes to the legislature they don’t have land to exchange.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: You can attend and provide input.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It is in the law because it benefits the island but they can’t just
take it for free we will have to get compensated by the legislature or you guys.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: And we are willing to compensate Ancestral Lands.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: But the land bank shrinks and it is going to take longer to
generate money we keep the inventory the same size, 17 acres somewhere else. Pretty soon
there will a lot for public benefit and there will be no more land bank.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: We are not here nor the Chamorro Land Trust is not here for
the public benefit other nationalities are also benefitting. A lease I totally agree but an outright
purchase
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: But the cash that you receive you can purchase other properties to expand
your inventory whether it is through us, through a land exchange, or whether it is through the
commission itself but it does give you an infusion of capital and not a small one.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: if we could do that but the law does not provide for that.
Director Michael Borja: It could be language into this. I would normally ask if there was motion
to approve this with certain things added like you want to do a land exchange, a lease option, to
try and include language but a motion to support the bill’s testimony would be beneficial otherwise
you have been notified.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo:l would like to add the driving factor for this is we want to put GWA in a
position to serve the northern district population but also to support the expansion on the military
activities there is a timeline associated with that we are doing our best in not standing in the way,
the acquisition of the property is a significant effort. We are currently undertaking a project to
replace the Agat treatment plant and that is a two year construction process and that plant is over
60 million dollars and it is the same type of technology, it is a long chain of events that has to
happen before we can work on the plant so we do intend to move as quickly as possible on this.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: One final question? Was the plan factored into the raising of the
water rates?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: No. We are trying to get this done completely funded by the military. So
Director you are saying
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: we can make a conditional approval of this right now.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Okay I would like to make a conditional approval on land
exchange, lease pending the lease option issue, purchasing option with the money.
Director Michael Borja: You can include that as part of the language.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The income we make we can purchase another property, the land
exchange and the language that will allow us purchasing ability.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: But they have no land to exchange.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: But we would buy the land to exchange.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I would like to make the motion, conditional on resolving the issue
on the lease or the purchase option or the exchange option.
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Mr. Miguel Bordallo: The purchase option and the exchange option is currently in the legislation
the only thing not there is authorizing the commission to purchase.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Yes that is what we are talking about, correction on that if I made
a mistake. My motion is to approve draft legislation before us on part of AKJD.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Can you make a motion to explore different possibilities before
you motion to accept this.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: My motion is pending we resolve the lease option, the one you
brought up
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I think we as a board should explore different possibilities
before you motion to accept this.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I think that they should be involved with the legislature and we are
involved but if that is more proper.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You are already saying
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I am asking them to go back to the board and revisit that lease
option.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: What we are saying to them is number one, we lease it to them
and if they are willing we will go for that but we are also saying to look at the other two
possibilities and that is they buy the property and then exchange it.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I don’t want them to buy it.
Director Michael Borja: This bill says 180 days after enacted into law to determine how this
transaction will end in other words how we get compensated for the land.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: We have 180 days of fact finding.
Director Michael Borja: To make a decision, an agreement. It could be any number of these
options or a combination. If you included the part where we take the money and then buy land
with that.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: If we had the authority to buy it I prefer we went out and bought it.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: We would prefer that too.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Shall I move on that motion?
Director Michael Borja: Sure, this bill gives a six month period
have to work on.

there is a timeline they

Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So maybe a motion is not in order right now
Director Michael Borja: A motion to concur with this bill.
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Then I amend my motion to concur with the introduction of this bill
and we have the 180 days to iron out the land exchange or land purchase whatever the language
would be to allow us to be satisfied
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Using proceeds from this purchase to buy other land.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It is already in here Director?
Director Michael Borja: No but we can add that.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: What’s the motion?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: my motion is to concur with the introduction of this bill and to
further explore that we would like them to lease it or the ability to purchase other properties or a
land exchange and to add to the language of this bill that allows us to purchase another piece of
property with the sale specific to this lot.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Now that we are aware of this we should explore other
possibilities the military is going to benefit from this tell them to release more land to us.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I will second the motion.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Repeat the motion.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Madam Chair my motion is to concur with the draft of this bill and
to further explore the other options to purchase properties from the funds we get from the sale of
this property and a land exchange option in particular the legal ability for ancestral lands
purchase other properties from the sale of this lot.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: There is a motion to accept this draft pending the other options to be
included and we should be seeing that draft before the finalization.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Madam Chair just to clarify that is Communication Annex number
1AJKD. That is the description of the lot on page 3.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Page 3?
Director Michael Borja: It is in the title.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: When were you guys aware of this bill?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: We assisted with the draft legislation a couple few weeks ago.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: How about land management Mr. Director, when were you
made aware?
Director Michael Borja: About the same time, they came to explore what was available.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I would like to be advised in advance. This coming before us
and having to make a decision is not acceptable.
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Director Michael Borja: Noted and you are duly advised.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Ron you made to concur can you make it a consideration
because concur means you agree with this.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Concur with the introduction of it.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You don’t object with the introduction as is?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I did put those things in there because the legislature has the
authority to put this thing out and we don’t need to concur with it.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: On page 2 paragraph 4 it says that if the legislature finds Guam
Water Works Authority has been working with the staff of Ancestral Land Commission.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We acknowledge the presence of Louisa Wessling.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I would like to be appraised in advance big stuff like this I don’t
appreciate making decisions very last minute as a commissioner I would like to make wise
decisions, an informed decision.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: As far as Guam Water Works, you guys have been working on
this for a while for the expansion. You just started working with the legislature two weeks ago.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: Correct.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Can you tell me precisely when you knew you had to work on this.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: The initial studies were done last year bu the military and then they came
to talk to us about the possibility of expansion keep in mind I have only been with GWA since
January of this year I know there have been discussions
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The buildup was supposed to start years ago I remember reading
about it and I wondered where they were going to get the land.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I am in line with Mr. Laguana, on page 2 line 25, Ancestral lands
has no staff.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: And it says Guam Ancestral Lands support Guam Water Works
Authority effort for improvement
Director Michael Borja: Well I am considered part of the staff of Guam Ancestral Lands.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I thought the hierarchy is Department of land Management,
Chamorro Land Trust
Director Michael Borja: I wear many hats.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Do we have a budget to employ somebody.
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: No.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I think the truth is you have been working with Land Management.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Way before the two weeks’ time you had this legislation
drafted.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: We have been working with Chamorro Land Trust and Department of land
Management on other projects and other legislation but with respect to this legislation the draft
was only developed
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Not the draft, the discussion prior to the draft.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: The discussion prior to the draft included discussions identifying properties
in the area which were concurrent with discussions of our other reservoirs project.
Director Michael Borja: In December 2015 they came to me to ask about the Torres properties
that surround and encompass the water treatment plant area so our discussion happened back
then, what was available and not available in that area primarily around assumed Torres land that
are now under Coretech that was what we were looking at they weren’t even discussing this
expansion, we were trying to figure out land that was supposed to be theirs and as you can see
the description of their land doesn’t jive with what it should be in what was given back and so we
had those kinds of discussions and what it lead up too. Recently we started looking across the
street they asked about the possibility of using Ancestral Lands and that is when this triangle
property was proposed not encroaching into private property. They are just exploring there is
nothing devious going on here at all we are looking out for the greater good for the entire island of
Guam.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: My job is not to protect the entire island of Guam but to protect
those people being deprived of their land and if we are going to give away their land again then
we are doing a double injustice.
Director Michael Borja: The department of land management is trying to secure this area from
being taken over by other private landowners who are desperate to encroach into something that
should not be theirs and what should be under crown lands. DLM is not trying to dismember
lands away fron the Ancestral Lands Commission we are trying to preserve it as best as we can
from a land registration claim.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I am not accusing land management of being devious I just
want to be appraised.
Director Michael Borja: If you want to be more involved in this I can have you on the calendar
and be as manageable as you want to be but the point is we are trying to get you involved in this
effort and we are getting this information to you now.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: But you knew about this since December and we had many
meetings since then.
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Director Michael Borja: I wasn’t discussing this with them in December. I was discussing the
land situation that took place in the
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The property in that area that the Torres got they flipped it right
away and it went to Coretech, it went to you and you said he was an innocent third party
purchaser now the question of the land is out the door because you sold it to Coretech why don’t
you purchase at the same side of the street next to Coretech instead of asking us.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: We did ask Coretech
Commissioner Anthony Ada: And they don’t want?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: They refused and they are trying to charge us rent for the property we are
already on.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That problem was already created let the legislature condemn it
and take it and compensate them instead of going to Ancestral Lands. I change my mind on the
motion.
Deputy Director David Camacho: DLM is working to safeguard crown lands we are even trying
to survey the ancestral properties which is the responsibility of the commission, which you have
not done but DLM is putting a list together and is going to survey them and recorded under the
ancestral lands commission land bank.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The legislature can move on this.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Then the legislature can take all the land and abolish the
Ancestral lands.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It is in the law if it is for the benefit of the whole they can take it
Commissioner Anthony Ada: No!
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: But the same legal system protected it!
the whole they can take it that is why I made my motion.

if it is for the benefit of

Commissioner Anthony Ada: You cannot take land if it benefits just a group it has to be for the
total and that is the reason why
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: the same legal system protected it same legal system that can
take it so the legislature can act above us they don’t need our approval even if I don’t agree with
it.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Maybe we can sit down with the senators and talk about it that this
was just brought to our attention and now we have to make a decision
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That’s is why I am saying that they should give us the ability to
exchange it, purchase another piece of property or give us the money because we are going to
get the same thing somewhere else and we can RFP that property and start making money that
is why I made that motion they can add it to the language.
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: So is the motion not ready? Take this draft and re-word it like we
talked about.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Based on what the Director is saying yes, because we have 180
days to fine tune it where everybody is happy but if we are not happy taking the money and
purchasing another piece of property then that is a different matter we can discuss it but I thought
that was what we talked about taking the money and purchasing another piece of property.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I hear everything you said but should we put it on paper before
we motion to accept.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That is why I asked if my motion was proper I asked the Director
and I asked you guys if my motion was proper and to accept it except the bill draft (inaudible) we
want the language changed that was my intent, no that’s is not what I wanted.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That’s why in the beginning I agreed with you, with the changes.
But maybe it is better to make the changes first then I agree with you.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That is why I asked if my motion awkward?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Mr. Bordallo I am in support with the intent but we want to look into
all the possibilities.
Director Michael Borja: If you read section “c’ what you guys want this is kind of an open ended
thing. page 3 paragraph C, “Guam Water Works shall work Ancestral Lands Commission to
determine the compensated of the property to include but limited to
and then it gives a
“

listing. In this 180 we have time to figure out what you want to do, the language can include
Guam Ancestral Lands shall have the authority to purchase the property with the money it
receives from the sale of this land and that is what you said in your motion. Authorization of
Guam Ancestral Lands to use purchased money to buy new land.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Or a combination of these options to be approve.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: We have no objections to that language and would welcome it, it is not our
intent to disadvantage the Ancestral lands.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Please go back and look at long term lease. What happens now.
They go back to their board and check into leasing.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Well I made my motion it is still on the floor it is not seconded
Commissioner Ada withdrew it.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: In your planning do you have alternatives 1, 2, and three? Or is
this it?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: This is alternative B.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: What was alternative A?
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Mr. Miguel Bordallo: alternative A was adjacent to the existing plant.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That was Coretech.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Can you request the legislature to condemn
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: We don’t need to go to the legislature for the condemnation process the
authority has eminent domain we just have to work with the Attorney General’s office we have no
qualms pursuing that route if we need to go that route, to negotiate would be preferable. We
don’t necessarily want to go through the condemnation process the other issue being it is a
lengthy process and this is a time sensitive project we have deadlines that don’t move and there
is no guarantee the time the AG’s office can affect the condemnation process. We have
considered those options but we were hoping this would be something we could negotiate in the
180 day period and Ancestral Lands Commission would support us
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: That’s news to me; GWA has the authority to condemn land?
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: Yes. It is in the law that establishes the Guam Water Works Authority.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: If I had a say so I would say go condemn Coretech because
we fought so hard to get that land
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That is not Coretech’s land it ours.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: That is another issue.
Director Michael Borja: So on the motion?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It was withdrawn.
Mr. Miguel Bordallo: Thank you for your time.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Commissioner Ada is asking to be excused. Thank you, you are
excused.
VI. New Business
B. Resolution for specific expenses covered by lease payments
Director Michael Borja: I brought that up because I need the commission to determine to allow
certain expenses that are not funded, to be funded by the money we receive from the land bank
lease payments more specifically the public audit report which is an annual requirement which
cost $26,000 dollars it may change it will be up for bid right for the next 3 to 5 years and it is being
paid for by land management. Now if you are able to have monies taken out to give to GEDA
should be at least be taken out to pay for public audit report.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: $26,000 just for Guam Ancestral alone?
Director Michael Borja: The Guam Public Audit Report you get cost $26,000 dollars to get an
outside accounting firm to conduct the audit.
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: And land management was paying for that
Director Michael Borja: it hasn’t been budgeted for the past couple years actually it has been
put in the budget and it was rejected.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So you are extracting from the lease to pay for your audit?
Director Michael Borja: No. Guam Ancestral lands is not paying for the audit land management
has been paying for it.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: That is what I am saying if you have been paying for this how have
you been paying for this?
Director Michael Borja: We are taking it out of the land survey revolving fund.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: That is what I am asking how do you pay for our audit? The revolving
fund that is what I want to know. That land survey revolving fund is government right?
Director Michael Borja: Mm mmhh.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: So what you are asking is that we contribute to future audits
right?
Director Michael Borja: Right.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: How do other government agencies pay for it? They pay for it
themselves?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah. The public auditor manages it they put out the RFP we usually
go in as a group for CLTC and Ancestral lands but it is separate audits and whoever wins the bid
conducts the audit. The public auditor just collates and comments.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: It is a necessary expense. I move that approve the Director’s
request for funding for the audit of Ancestral lands commission books.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: The surveyors are government of Guam?
Director Michael Borja: It is called land survey revolving fund anything DLM collects goes into
that fund
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Where do the fees come from?
Director Michael Borja: When they record something...
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Oh not necessarily when they survey?
Director Michael Borja: No. It just called land survey revolving fund
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: When do we expect the next audit?
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Director Michael Borja: You have one every year they just finished the previous year the next
one will commence discussion in November because the fiscal year ends in September. Their
desire and it should be easy for us to do it, report regularly. So we should have it completed by
January.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Did we submit a budget for 2017?
Director Michael Borja: We did and that comes out of the general fund.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: So when the hearing comes we can testify for that.
Director Michael Borja: In the last two years there was no budget call
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Once they have the budget call for Ancestral Lands Commission
we should testify on that.
Director Michael Borja: If they call.
excluded.

I have spoken to senators and said this should not be

Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I second the motion.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: They cannot pay it again.
Director Michael Borja: No, it should be the requirement of this commission to pay their own
audit.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: But it is coming out of our land bank
Director Michael Borja: So is the 14% that you are paying GEDA.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I seconded the motion.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Can you repeat your motion.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move that we approve the money required to pay for the
public auditor’s audit of Ancestral lands Commission.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: There is a motion to pay for expenses covered in new business, B,
required to pay for the public auditor’s audit of Ancestral lands Commission. Seconded by
Commissioner Eclavea. Discussion?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: My only concern is all those fund garnered, $25,000 is a lot of
money and every year this will happen. We should fight for our budget to include that and we
should be in that budget process and let these senators realize that it is hard to garner these
monies for our displaced landowners and here we are this simple report, the bureaucracy.
Director Michael Borja: I don’t think it is bureaucracy you have 4 million dollars and you want to
make sure there is an audited report that justifies that amount of money.
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Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: On an annual basis!
Director Michael Borja: I don’t set the cost. It may have been that much because it had not
been audited for years. What auditor wants to stick his nose in a box of papers that hasn’t been
touched for a few years but now that they have done the last five years and we have our books in
order it may be a cheaper process but I think that so long that you are a trust, so long as you
have monies in the bank in the millions there should be audited to make sure it is in the clear that
nobody is messing with that stuff.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: We don’t have access to those monies
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: If we do three licenses in one year that is $36,000 we could use that
to pay the audit and we don’t have to pay GEDA. We should reserve properties to pay this, this is
my own thinking. We do licenses specifically to pay this audit. That’s if you don’t want to touch
the money there.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: It is a legitimate expense; there is a lot of money in the kiddy.
We need to certify that what we are doing is legitimate.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: We all acknowledge that it has to be done and it is our
responsibility to have the books audited to show there is nothing funny going on. You mentioned
budget? We never had a budget?
Director Michael Borja: The Governor’s budget included it for the past two years but the
legislature has dropped it.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: We are a unique situation they need to listen to our needs this is a
unique commission found nowhere else in the world.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Is it possible since this is our cost and DLM shouldn’t have to
pay for it, can we move to approve funding but later on see if it can be a budgeted item?
Director Michael Borja: It is in the current 2017 budget.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: If it is an approved 2017 budget
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: then we don’t have to pull from our funds
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We can get a head start on it in case it is not in the 2017 budget
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Right.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Okay let us vote.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Aye
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Aye
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: may as well I guess, aye
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: aye
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Motion passes.
Director Michael Borja: I will draft up the resolution I would have done so but our computer
system has been down for the past week and will be for the rest of the week.
VI. New Business
C. Legislative Oversight Hearing
Director Michael Borja: We were going to put something together for this packet we pretty much
have this done but the system is down and everything is in the system. What we do have and
what we can talk about is survey has the easement, this map shows what we have been doing in
the radio Barrigada area, they are also asking about the Nimitz Hill area which we have, an
inventory of the crown lands, the status of the accounts, I don’t know what accounts they want to
talk about, but the status of leases, bank accounts. They want to know GEDA partnerships,
again a lot of this stuff we worked on since it came in last week and I sent out task to each group
to do their part. Attached to this document is a listing of the litigations with the Attorney
General’s office.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: This is for number 6 right? Do we have a listing
Director Michael Borja: We will have all that stuff the meeting is three weeks away we have
enough time to put all this together.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: And when are we going to get this?
Director Michael Borja: You would have had something but we can’t assemble it because
everything is in the server but we have three weeks to go. We do not have any issues with this
we have all the data, the biggest one to deal with is this map of easements. There are red and
green lines. The green means easements that have been approved with all the landowners the
red are what we want to secure, the attempt is to provide easement in each property that has
been returned. Now the only way to create these easements is if the landowners give up a 20
feet strip in their property and as you can see we are running these easements across common
boundaries the difficulty with this project, I don’t know who came up with the shapes and sizes of
these lands, that is the first oddity. The second oddity is they design their own areas as you can
see area 15 has this protrusion and because of this protrusion where part was given back and
part of it was not. You have a new school trying to solidify the easements as well the charter
school purchased two lots located right here. The green easement coming in goes most of the
way but they still need to secure these red lines to secure access to their two lots. I went to the
public hearing the charter school had and this the developer is going to build the infrastructure
going in once they obtain this property for easement they will pave it all the way in. if you see this
easement here it is a mix of red and green, that is because you have one property owner that
agrees and the other guys says “get out of here I am going to shoot you” but you have those
kinds of issues, it is for the common good of everybody. Jimmy you want to talk about
Jimmy Camacho: Mr. Camacho is setting that up but the owners will come in and sign off on the
map granting easement.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Have you guys explored all those privately owned?
Director Michael Borja: Except for the parts that have not been returned.
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: There no Chamorro Land Trust?
Director Michael Borja: There may be on the edge over here.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Can we tap into that?

Director Michael Borja: Sure. If there is a bull cart trail you can use that but there is none of that
around there
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Is that the matter the senator is trying to address us?
Director Michael Borja: This should not have occurred in the first place but it happened and you
can’t argue over spilled milk. Before we do it we make them agree to it. But in this case you get
a guy that is stuck there is no way he is going to get water there unless they can do something.
This is a pretty nasty road and you are going to have school buses go through. You are going to
have a thousand cars in the morning and afternoon. We have a man and his son, born and
raised in the states; they wanted to get all the paper work they just want to know where it was at
what was going on
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: In the first Ancestral lands we were pulling teeth because we
wanted every property owner to have easement.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Who did the overlay plan?
Someone: Dan Swavely
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: But there was a public hearing and they did not approve it.
Director Michael Borja: In the future it can’t be whether they accept it or not
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: It has to be included in the deed.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: On the deed it needs to identify which route
Director Michael Borja: You can’t even subdivide your land. Anyhow, we will be providing you
with a full list of details for this oversight hearing.
Deputy Director David Camacho: You guys should be aware of this already, it has been
mentioned over and over in past board meetings DLM survey division will not approve any map
unless an easement has been identified. Every time we discuss this you are surprised.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: So why do they keep coming back to us.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Because we have not finished the easements.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Moving on.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Please come up state your name.
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Mr. Ricardo Cruz: My name is Rcardo Cruz, I am here for landlock property lot 2449 what you

were previously speaking about. I have to rent a helicopter to get to my land which is out of the
question.
(Everyone looking at map)
Mr. Jimmy Camacho: This is the proposed access
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: This portion here was returned but this part has not been returned.
Considering the situation as long as the affidavit has been published I was tickled in the affidavit
and the quick claim deed your signature was affixed to it and madam Cruz maybe what the
Director was trying to allude to in a quick claim deed maybe even Commissioner Sablan was
alluding to is when it was issued out the stipulation would have been they would not receive their
property until they allow for access. According to the affidavit the bottom line here is on the June
22 board meeting I raised the affidavit and the quick claim deed even with the Director that I
was hoping I didn’t need a masters degree to interpret and I read again last night and I convinced
myself I didn’t need a masters degree it was very direct the way it was written and I was more
confident when I saw your signature. So I was satisfied with what the affidavit said but not the
action that followed that is the reason why I am here today. Just so the commission hears, I have
attempted since I became administrator since my brother passed away in June; May 17, myself,
my wife, Yvonne, my brother Jess, and his wife Josephine visited Mike Borja I was happy with the
meeting and his accommodating us in his office but in short nobody can do anything because we
are landlocked. The second visit we saw Deputy Director, David Camacho, in short again
landlocked. Prior to May 19 I visited the surveyor in his home in Yigo because he would not
return my phone call trying to find out what is the block to find out why our property has not been
recorded he scheduled a meeting for June 7. We meet June 16 at 9am with the Director again
we explained my landlocked situation the landowners have to agree to give access or we swap
land what are they going to get out of it family member did not agree to that. June 22 we meet
before the board again I plead my case it was suggested that send a letter to coordinate with the
other landowners on getting access. Sad to say I have not hear anything from Mr. Castro, the
Director told me and my company that he would be providing a proposed access and there were
two possible avenues that he would have discussed with the surveyor. Having said that I told the
Deputy Director that I would prefer that come to his office and acquire a copy of that map rather
than Mr. Castro give me the map because I didn’t have any confidence in the surveyor due to the
lack of inaction with us the landowners. I have yet to receive the map from the Deputy Director.
With the discussion of providing landowner documents by the legal counsel I haven’t seen or
heard anything on that process. I am here requesting for some consolation of what action been
taking on my family’s case it has been drawn out long enough Madam Chair I am smiling
because your name is on the document and nobody is adhering to the document that you
promised. I wonder why your instruction is not being followed. At this point we should not be
talking about landlocked. Why now, why this late being informed on the progress mind you I am
not just speaking on my behalf I am not the only one of concern to this committee. It is very
displeasing and disheartening because I have two recourse to take after this meeting today I will
withhold information on the two recourse until I have counseling results words of wisdom from
you Madam Chair now that you have been totally apprised mind you it may be late or by now
somebody stood up there to appraise you and give you direction on possible avenues of
approach particularly to my parcel of land. I am not going to plea because as I have said I have
two more avenues after this board but I need some promising words by this committee. I am not
convince that you have been totally informed as to the activities in this quick claim and this
affidavit I am not convince that you have been totally informed but please give me some comfort
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or advise. I would appreciate words from you and the commissioners any input that they might
have to put me at ease.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Mr. Cruz you were here at the last meeting.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Yes ma’am.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Regarding
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Lot 2449
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Regarding 2449. (referring to a map) Deputy
Deputy Director David Camacho: Mr. Cruz is aware of it, where the easement is coming from
and where it is going to end. A map was provided to the surveyor, this has been discussed with
him and his sister-in-law. Mr. Cwz is going to move forward on the survey they did before it will
not be in conformance with what we want survey, when survey cut up the property they cut out
one small and two large one; now we helped him out by diverting just to cut the property in two
pieces, the property is suppose to be divided into two pieces and you guys acknowledge that.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: I surrender.
Deputy Director David Camacho: You guys acknowledge that as soon as we connect the
easement connecting from route 15 to your property we even provided two entrance one from
route 15 and the other further down. All of you know that what is holding this back is way back
there was a public hearing in which the property owners refused to give an inch, they refused to
surrender portion for the easement. This happened in 2002 it was during this administration that
we started this, we found a way to connect all the easement we even went to the extent on the
last property we released, the owners provide a 40 feet easement, this is the property of Castro
and you guys are aware of this. On the other hand none of the map, and this is instruction to our
survey division, they cannot approve ancestral property unless the easement is in and you guys
are aware of this again. The last two properties that came in for approval we made sure the
easement is there which shows in green which is documented easement. We are moving
forward we are almost there to complete the process. I told Mr. Cruz and the family that we are
going to invite the property owners that do not have this condition in their deed that they should
provide the easement, show them how and where the easement will be and for them to sign the
grant of easement that is why this map has a list of lots and their administrator.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: I can’t see this clearly but are the surrounding properties returned?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yes.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Mr. Cruz what are you asking for?
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: I concur with everything the Deputy has said but there has been no affirmative
action. That offer that he was going to get the landowners and the surveyor in a group has not
materialize. Everything he says I concur and I said earlier “I surrender’ but that offer that he was
going to get the landowners and the surveyor in a group has not materialize.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I am working on it along with Karen and Jimmy.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: So you just need more time
Deputy Director David Camacho: Some of them we don’t know the administrator and we are
doing our upmost best to identify
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Will there be a problem if there is no appointed administrator?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yes there will.
Deputy Director David Camacho: There will be a problem if the deed does not provide grant of
easement that only started three years ago.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: And we also deeded it to the estate, then it goes to probate and
then they identify an administrator and that is the problem finding the administrator and many of
them can’t afford probate.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Repeat that please.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: We deeded it to the estate, the original landowner at the time of
taking because at one time we deeded it out to a guy that said he was the administrator and we
made an error they took us to court for that. So then we started deeding it to the estate, the
original landowner at the time of taking, then it goes to probate where they settle it among
themselves and then we don’t know who the administrator is at that point does it show on your
deed who is the administrator?
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: No. the verbiage is “BY ACCEPTANCE OF THIS DEED OR ANY RIGHTS
HEREUNDER, the GRANTEE(S) assume the obligations of, and covenants to abide by, and
agree to the terms of this transfer subject to the following conditions, reservations and restrictions
set forth in this instrument as well as that certain Quitclaim Deed executed on April 18, 2001”
“the GUAM ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, conveyed said lot to the GUAM
ANCESTRAL LANDS COMMISSION, and incorporated by reference, which shall be perpetual
and run with the land; provided, that the property transferred herein may be successively
transferred only with the proviso that any such subsequent transfer shall be subject to the
transferee’s assumption of all the obligations imposed upon the GRANTEE(S) by the provisions
of this instrument”
“BY ACCEPTANCE OF THIS DEED OR ANY RIGHTS HEREUNDER, the Grantee(s), their heirs,
successors and assigns covenants to abide by, and agree to the terms of this transfer subject to
the following condition(s), reservation(s) and restriction(s) set forth below:To provide
access/easement if needed to the surrounding lots to prevent any landowners from being
landlocked. Subject to any reservations the Commission may make for access/easement which
will be determined upon completion of a Master Plan by its approved surveyor.”
The approved surveyor is Frank Castro, he attempted to submit the map to survey, it was
disapproved because of landlock this document did not elaborate about courts or anything like
that.
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: When we return land we deed it to the ostensible landowner not the
children and that is your problem because once it is out of our hands we can’t do anything and
you are implying that is our job to provide the access.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: To allow.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: To allow accessibility for access
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Before you deed a property I would agree to stipulation for access.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I recall in 2002 we were a new board and a lot of the powers that
were vocal were the landowners. When we deeded these properties back we wanted to put in
measures regarding easements, it was very clear in my mind even the staff were vocal and
activist they said “don’t you dare put roads in there let the landowners work it out”. We have a
person who has a property that was landlocked, a tank farm, so we are dealing with that. But
now we put it the deed that they have to allow for easements. Now DLM looks everything over to
make sure adjacent properties are not landlocked and they won’t approve it. But in the beginning
these landowners and many of them are from this area. We are on the verge of solving this and it
is not easy they had some meetings and it was very bad! The landowners were there Frank
Castro was there and they were yelling at him, screaming at him “how did you get this, why did
you get this” these guys are new, they came in and inherit this!
Director Michael Borja: And GALC was two separate entities so what GALC wanted and what
survey said should be done did not jive. And in the end they went two separate ways survey was
told you do what land management does and we will do what we will do. You get a predicament
like this and there are no clear cut solutions. In order for this map to be approved this column of
names has to be complete and agree, that is 94 people. And that is going to be hard because all
it takes is one person to say “read between the lines”. Hopefully people can be reasonable about
this. On the one hand you are at the end of the street, you don’t have to give up anything where
as the guy further up will give up 2,000 square meters of land to build a road for this family at the
end can have access and he didn’t have to give up anything, where is the fairness in that? And
that is the mentality and thought process people are going to have. That is why in this corner (of
the map) you have half red and half green because the guy on the other side said read between
the lines and that is where we are stuck at. Assembling this is not an overnight process and
probably jumped roads ahead as administrator of estate because your brother probably gave up
from frustration at some point; it is easy to see your point of view on that. We are debating if we
want to assemble a group of people or small groups or individuals so we can work one on one
that might be more meaningful.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: I sympathize with you because we too have property in this
area and we can’t do anything because we are landlocked and this is exciting to me because we
are moving closer. I was at the meeting with my father years ago when the first master plan was
proposed it didn’t take but ten minutes there was a fight going on. My father walked out and said
this was not going to get resolved as Mr. Borja has said there were families that were saying “you
have ten times the land and you have not given any for easement” and they would walk out.
Does the government go in and say you will sign and force them to do it. It is not the
government’s responsibility to buy easements.
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: When we were giving lands back we were told “don’t you dare tell
me what to do with our land” and we were giving lands out like candy and that is why we are in
this predicament.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: My hope and prayer is that with time people will realize they
cannot do anything with their property without easement they will be able to see this more
rationally and so that you and my family and everybody else can move forward.
Director Michael Borja: Late last month the Charter School had its public hearing, most of the
way going in is green the owners of the two properties next to the two lots that they bought, they
may see that the road is going to be built for them and not have any problems and hopefully as
this access becomes more available more and more people will be more open and something
can be done. I have family that own property in here too I am directly related but totally divorced
out of it but my belief on this if you have not set foot on that property for how many decades you
are going to fight over a strip of land that will allow for access and if you disagree with it then you
get nothing. It is a process that is not an overnight thing it has come a long way. The decisions
made over 15 years ago may not have been the best decisions coming out of those bad
decisions is not an easy fix but hopefully progress will be made as people have access toward
the front and the people in the back will begin to see light and I hope it happens during your
lifetime. A lot of these Ancestral lands people have great grands now and it wasn’t until we were
giving title to the most visible piece of property driving through the Barrigada tn-section we
couldn’t locate the ancestral landowners and when we found them they are direct relation to my
family I didn’t even know they left the island after the war now nobody is here to take over the
title.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I just want you to know we discussed your property with Mr.
Castro several times. What we did saved you guys a lot he surveyed the property in two in which
there is no identified easement yet and if continued that it would have cost you more loss in
square meter, what we did saved you a lot. We sat down with our surveyor and we identified
where we could put it easement that would be more fair. Right now the easement comes in your
boundary lines on both sides. That is why he has not submitted the map it is useless if that map
is approved you are going to lose a lot of property. Just for your information as landowners come
in we discuss it, we show them the map and the easement and they acknowledge it.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: It is sad when you have to give in to the landowners because otherwise a
written law is produced. In my observation there may be generations but guess what? I am head
of this because my brother passed away, younger than I am, that is not to say that this issue
would have been resolved years ago had we stick with the order the affidavit and the deed that
we pacify the landowners and I would have, you tell me you going to come through my property
to allow access I would be more than willing because you know what I get my property today but
we yield to previous landowners because we feel for them but that shouldn’t have been the
position to yield to the landowners and leave the other landowners landlocked subjected to their
desires and needs and wants. It is crime time that this decision was given and Mr. Eclavea that is
the way it was that the board yield to the people not considering my issue because if you look at
the map I am the farthest one in. I apologize to Mr. Eclavea I don’t mean to insult your tenure
and the decisions you made on previous decision on giving landowners their property and not
thinking of mine the farthest one in. This affidavit is in black and white and any attorney will tell
you this will hold up in court we should just throw it away because landowners are already in here
and leaving me landlocked and now I am having to go through this since 2001. The only thing
positive about my brother passing away, I thank him, not for expressing greed but there is more
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property divided up for siblings, not for greed and I apologize to the lord. If you don’t realize what
mistake transpired before your time Mr. Borja, I know another individual in my predicament
having heard his issue at a Barrigada social meeting for the school he is said he was going to buy
a helicopter to get to his property right below mine. I want to outlive all of you to enjoy my
property that we inherited from our ancestors. That is the way I look at myself right now my god I
hope to see your face when I get my property and we will celebrate. Commissioners there was a
wrong done because the law was not adhered too.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Just remember that we all have a lot of regret. The way it was
DLM, Ancestral Lands and CLT were all separate entities and we didn’t have the advice of the
survey department, the only requirement to be a board member was to be an heir. So we have
board members now that are oblivious to the process at the same time we had board members
that were vocal. Now we are with DLM and they are fixing things right now but at the time we
wanted to get it out of the government land we didn’t think it should be in there any longer, once
we had it get it out! There was no intent to landlock anybody, it had been 65 years and we wanted
to get it out. We did try to address the easement issue but the powers that be were just to vocal
but it looks like it is about to come to fruition.
Director Michael Borja: Would it be nice if we took this whole area, gridded it out, and if you
owned 2% of the whole area, you would get your land with a grid system and boom! A set up for
how it could be used in the future and all the roads but that is not the reality today.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Sir I know you got to cover what it is because it is in black and white, the
stipulation is drawn out before your time.
Director Michael Borja: And those were the issue when you have two commissions that deal
with land but didn’t have anything to do with DLM which managed lands. I appreciate you coming
in and expressing your concern but we are moving in fact this list is different from the one I saw a
couple of weeks ago. The next part is the notification of these people and there has to be a
formal notification perhaps certified letter addressed to each administrator so that it is recorded I
have process servers to do those kinds of things and set up a one on one meeting time.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Can you forecast the results.
Director Michael Borja: I tend to be optimistic but there are always unintended road blocks
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: My unsolicited opinion, I have been dealing with land for 40
years buying, selling, subdividing, and what the Director suggesting by pulling all properties in,
subdividing it, if you own 10% of the property you get 10% of all the lots, I think that is an
excellent idea but that could only be done through legislation. They make a law, have a surveyor
subdivide it and then divvy it out based on the percentage you own that is one way of resolving
this because I don’t think you will get 90 signatures hell will freeze over but you are not going to
get 90 signatures unless the Director and the Deputy are excellent salespersons because they
are going to have to convince people. I was a member of the first commission and I was trying to
convince the other commissioners to allow access and there was a big fight. I experienced with
Urunao we had 2 million square meters hotel zone but we could not develop it because we had
no access. I fought tooth and nail with the other commissioners the comment said was the
military took from us and we are now taking land away from the people who we are giving their
land back and I object to taking more but if it is a resolution to a problem. This is a nightmare!
Anyway to resolve this best is the Director’s suggestion. I suggest you start talking to the
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neighbors and other landowners and see what their opinion is on it and talk to the legislature on
consolidating all this land and then divvy it out based on the percentage you own I think it is a
very quick solution.
Director Michael Borja: You do know about the oversight hearing on August 16?
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Yes sir.
Director Michael Borja: It is best to be there, provide input because it is there were follow up
legislation happens
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Mr. Sablan I agree with you at the initial stage but not when the cart is going
before the bull, but this is not the initial phase the cart is going before the bull.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The damage has been done so how do you resolve the
problem I think the Director’s idea will resolve this problem.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: I understand your point of view but there is something in there about
easement, the government can go in there and take it for the benefit of the community, I stand
corrected if that is not it.
Director Michael Borja: That is not

its against the law.

Mr. Ricardo Cruz: It is outline to my property.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: This way is more equitable your family is not giving an inch
toward easement but what do you say to Tan Maria who had to give 2,000 square meters so the
Director’s idea will resolve this problem. You would have to lose some of your land, a 2 million
square meter property is worthless without an access, that is what I was fighting for in the past
and now we are trying to resolve this damage. I would like to suggest that methodology to the
legislature.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: I don’t agree, looking at the map I dont think you would agree to that proposal.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: In past deeds they don’t mention reserving land for easement.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Exactly, and that is what I am saying they did not adhere to, now to right the
wrong we have to go to the legislature.
Director Michael Borja: The only way to legislate this is you have to have significant money to
back it up. The legislature says they want it, it is for the public good and they have the money for
it, the government can take all these but they are going to want to get paid for it. They can’t even
resolve the issue of a much shorter route that connects Marine Drive to Hamburger Road and it
was because you had landowners that were unreasonable and that is the same kind of possibility
that can happen here. There is a huge chunk of land that the longest strip of easement runs
through to get to your place and if I was that property owner I would be saying what is he going to
give me in return are you willing to split half of your land out of it.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: That has already been echoed.
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Director Michael Borja: What does that mean, echoed?
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: Said out.
Director Michael Borja: By them? Yeahs see! The idea is to talk reasonable and get them to
agree. I am optimistic that as this charter school makes its move on a couple of these lots get
access built in it is going to enlighten others.
(inaudible)
Director Michael Borja: There is neighboring farmer that cuts through people’s property to get to
his farm for years but he can’t get water, he is happy to have this road come in to get water to his
farm.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So Mr. Cruz what do you suggest?
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: I have patience because nothing can be resolved here proposed or otherwise.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I would like to say that if we go to the legislature we need to be
a united front. You could be saying one thing I might be saying another thing the director might
be saying another thing.
Mr. Ricardo Cruz: I will be where I am at because I am landlocked I will be in the discussing that
leads me to the family’s property, whoever is there, proposed, I will be in the forefront. Thank you
Madam Chair.
VII. Reports
B.Director
Director Michael Borja: Northern Market goes in hand with GEDA, I got Carlos Camacho to fill
me in, it is out of his hands and it is going to take him another four months due to this thing they
have to do for the Historic Preservation and they hired a consultant to do the work it is a historical
survey that is a requirement, it is out of his control. He has been pushing them but they are slow
to react, one of the delays was when they said they were not supposed to talk to him but to
GHURA. Also in front of you are the financial statements and then I will hand it over to GEDA.
For the record I did go to speak to the GEDA board of directors to discuss the reports, Dong
Choe has been helpful when asked questions but we are not satisfied with the reports and their
content and we believe they can be improved. Northern Market asked for four months more and I
expect from today; give them until the end of the year to the end of December. GEDA is going to
need the motion to extend the rent, they can’t start this project due to outside circumstances.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Up to December 31st, can I get a motion?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Do we need a motion?
Director Michael Borja: You guys extended it to end of June
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So you need board action?
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Mr. Dong Choe: Yes because we operate of the board’s decision we invoiced them for July we
have the August invoice already but we understand they are having a hard time with HABS
survey, we need the commission’s approval to wipe that of our books.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: And it is verified that it is because of the historical right?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes. From Mr. Carlos Camacho’s email Parks and Recreation did not respond
to his email to go forward and get the surveyor for the HABS until last month.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Madam Chair I make the motion to extend it until the end of the
year.
Director Michael Borja: They asked for four months.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The end of November is four months
Director Michael Borja: I would just give them until December because we don’t know how long
it would take historic preservation to review and approve it, if they are done before that we can
commence invoice.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: The motion on the floor to extend Northern Market until December
31, 2016.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: In your motion can we consider no more extension after this.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It depends again on the government of Guam.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: It is beyond their control because the historic is not complete.
Director Michael Borja: It would be something if it was financing or paperwork something within
his control I would understand.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It is government of Guam.
Director Michael Borja: It is government of Guam because it is a federal requirement.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So you can delete that invoice?
Mr. Dong Choe: As soon as we get approval from the commission
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So there is a motion on the floor to extend Northern Market until
December 31, 2016.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I second it.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: All those who approve say “aye”
All commissioners: Aye.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Motion approved.
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VII. Report
B. GEDA

Chairwoman Anita Orlino: GEDA report on our leases.
Mr. Dong Choe: First item is Apra Harbor Parcel 1 (Commissary Junction) the tenant there is
Kwikspace, no change to their status.
Apra Harbor Reservation F-12 (Polaris Point). Matson, still waiting for federal funding to do the
remaining clean up. The other parcel on F12, Knik construction area, we got a couple of phone
calls regarding this property, but because the five year law a lot of people have been turned off by
it but we are still receiving calls from people interested in this property we are still waiting on the
outcome on the license with Mr. Duenas, on the total REP on the remaining parcel FT-12 Matson,
Trans Steel and whatever happens to the Balli Steel property, we have the REP prepared we are
waiting the result of this license.
Balli steel we made contact with our legal counsel, he explained that even a if we pursued a
lawsuit there would be nothing left to collect. I will check the wording of “defunct” on this thing.
Brand INC, one of our RP teammates Mr. Mike Cruz ran into a representative from Brand in
Saipan. The representative express they had some hardship but Mr. Cruz made it clear that the
arrears had to be made and he did get a verbal confirmation that they would try to make
payments by end of the year, we are going to continue to contact him Mr. Mike Cruz got his
contact info, we will follow up with that. We were able to find someone from Brand INC.
Director Michael Borja: If I might add, while you state this 49,000 in arrears that they have with
penalties our books show that they owe 63,000 dollars, that is bad debt that we had to account in
our books at some point if we get this individual to make payment by the end of the year we can
apply that to the current fiscal year in our accounting. Most important is the insistent that the
commission and we have made as well we need timely reports of accounts so we can see so we
can make assurances so people who are in arrears don’t skip out.
Mr. Dong Choe: I want to interrupt you real quick. I provide this fiscal year collection every
single time I come here which is updated two times a month and this ledger was created by DLM
Director Michael Borja: But his account was delinquent not because it just happened within the
last year my point is that the contract has been going on but you might provide something like this
on a regular basis but through your own books we were able to determine to sign a 50,000 lease
in escrow for Matson and that they in fact had a delinquency greater than 125,000 dollars and
that one passed through you guys saying it was okay to sign this off and after confirming with you
guys we said you had better check this, those are the kinds of things if we had more current
reports and reports much easier to determine what is going on what we get from you in many
cases and I keep bringing this up is this check and in this check it doesn’t tell us anything except
how much you are paying for on the account. We have to back it out and figure out how much
you took for your share.
Mr. Dong Choe: Which check is that sir? I can provide you the ledger that tells you everything
which check is that and what is the amount because of the computation is done for you in the
ledger, this is the ledger that Mr. Joey Cruz asked for
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Director Michael Borja: But you know from the number of emails that bounce back and forth that
we question those things. Dong I know you have been doing a good job and I recognize that we
just want to close our books getting the information from you guys has not been consistent so we
were way behind.
Mr. Dong Choe: When the whole Matson thing unfolded not saying that GEDA were not on top of
it when the whole Matson thing unfolded it was news to me because I was always told Matson
was a very good payer so....
Director Michael Borja: The point is it is not just you it’s the agency that is why I had to enlighten
your board on Friday it got to the point I wouldn’t be doing my job if I didn’t say hey you guys all
his money is not yielding us valuable information.
Mr. Dong Choe: When the whole Matson thing unfolded Matson, Kwikspace, Knik I went back
and pulled out the boxes looked at the checks to make sure our accounts matched up and from
there we have agencies such as WIC and GEPA, WIC pays half check half automatic clearing
house which is very hard for me to track because I can only pull out checks I don’t have access to
AS400 I rely on our accountants on that similar to GEPA I rely on our accountants on that to
provide the information. From our standpoint we are really trying
Director Michael Borja: Well we will still work on that.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: We discussed this in the past, aging on every account what
was billed 30, 60 days ago and what is the status of it.
Mr. Dong Choe: This is the issue, our direction from DLM accountant is he needs the format this
way. We do not use QuickBooks DLM does.
Director Michael Borja: That is because what you were giving us was not suitable.
Mr. Dong Choe: I like this ledger, compared to what I was suppose to prepare before I really like
it, we will work with this because the accountant told us he needs this information for the audit
and government agencies audits are everything. For aging it is not difficult to see the time
differences through transactions, each line you will see beginning transaction, invoice and
payment. So you see when we send them an invoice, when they made a payment. Now because
the way our systems work we credit everything to the oldest debt but because most private
companies pay on time it is month, for month, for month.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I am a college educated accountant and I am looking at your
ledgers and I have to analyze it before I start understanding it. I feel an aging will immediately tell
me what invoices were out and what has been paid and what is the current balance on the
account, which invoice was paid and not paid that is why aging is that important. It might shoot
you for audit purposes but we are your client and we are demanding that aging.
Mr. Dong Choe: Talk to the Director they can add it in there, they can create a new ledger and
we will fill it out but what I am saying for gov/guam agencies that pay ACH we don’t know what
month they are paying for because it is not stated not to mention they are in arrears
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: When they send you a check they are not telling you what
invoices are they paying?
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Mr. Dong Choe: If it is a private company they will state it, they are very good at paying on time
and stating what it is for, if you look at the ledger if there is a date on the comment section they
are usually paying for the arrears but for every invoice out there is a payment within a couple of
days, it is the government agencies even if we put aging we are just going to (inaudible) to the full
extent
Director Michael Borja: We did this method so that we could apply these information to what we
were looking for and with the concurrence with the auditor we apply any payments to the oldest
invoice now that may mean at some point that we don’t know what invoice gets paid and to put in
the notes and description that might be helpful.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: And that is exactly true Director when you do aging you know
what invoice is getting paid that way you know when payments were missed and they are current
on everything else.
Mr. Dong Choe: That is how we caught everything Matson specifically and we got them to catch

up it will show you what they paid for like I said private company are very good at paying on time
government agencies for example DPHSS made a payment in May but it is applicable to mid
2015 but we don’t know that because we just apply itto the oldest.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You are shooting blanks when you apply it to the oldest
Mr. Dong Choe: But it is the ACH it’s a direct deposit.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Don’t they give you some explanation what the payment is for?
Mr. Dong Choe: No sir.
Director Michael Borja: ACH goes directly into the treasury of Guam’s account unfortunately
department of administration accounting system doesn’t have very much in the way of
descriptions which is really terrible for example they took out two payments from land
management for something but what it was they doubled paid an invoice, we couldn’t figure out
what it was at first because they don’t put that information. It is a very antiquated system from the

go’s.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Couldn’t they inform you that they sent an invoice on a certain
date.
Mr. Dong Choe: I wish it was really that easy. GEPA and WIC they submit all their invoices to
DOA and then it is DOA’s prerogative when they get paid out.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Just these two?
Director Michael Borja: And our stipends.
Mr. Dong Choe: It’s a cash flow issue, they have priorities, funding that is why we get lump sum
payments from GEPA, they will pay us five months at a time but it is not because GEPA
submitted five invoices at one time but because DOA was able to pay five invoices.
0
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Director Michael Borja: We are working on ironing out these specific issues and Dong has been
very cooperative in responding quickly.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Good job Dong.
Mr. Dong Choe: We are really trying.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: You were the one that found out about those payments.
Mr. Dong Choe: Actually it was identified by land management’s audits the number was so large
it scared me so we took everything out of the box and filled in the ledgers specifically for Matson
and Kwik Space, the audit was correct for Matson, Kwik Space I am still working on reconciling so
I can send the arrears notice but thank land management and their team for calling us out, if that
didn’t happen we would have gone on with our ledgers. So far I believe the numbers are
matching I am working with the accountant reconciling Kwik Space on their arrears but everything
else should be fine. I understand the Director’s concern because I see the way our checks go out
to them it doesn’t make sense either, so I try to make sense out of it as much as I can but it is just
the way the system is designed I am not sure why they do their calculations like that and why
they round up and down.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So where we at?
Mr. Dong Choe: N5D still in litigation; Wettengel Junction which is Northern Market got the
approval from the Commission. The Tiyan leases both MOU’s we just addressed them today I
will go up tomorrow and make the necessary changes I will send it to the Director for review
would you like an email before we start the transmittal process
Director Michael Borja: Yeah let me make the changes.
Mr. Dong Choe: I will wait for the Director to make the changes and then it is just between the
two agencies, the AG’s office and the governor’s office and that is all.
VIII. Adjournment
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move to adjourn.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I second the motion
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: All those in favor say “Aye”.
All Commissioners present: “Aye”.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: All those not in favor say “nay”.
No answer
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Meeting adjourned at 6:50pm
Transcribed by; Karen N. Charfauros;
Approved by Board motion in meetin
David V. Camacho, Deputy Director:
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